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Case Study 1
Outlier for unexpected failure to ignite sample on needle flame test in 18e29.

History: The lab is a CBTL.
Laboratory has participated in 10 programs in last 3 years.
They received outliers in Creepage and Clearance, Touch current and Needle Flame test.
Results all OK for the remaining 7 PTP rounds.
Previous PTP on “e29 series”:
·
·

15e29 – equipment non-conformity for glow wire test apparatus. No issues on test results.
18e29 – outlier for needle flame test, sample B.

PTP instructions were available at the time of enrolment.
http://www.ifmqs.com.au/proficiency/instructions/18e29_Instructions.pdf

Prior to testing work, the lab asked some questions:
“I have several questions about the 18e29, please help clarify.
1. In the instructions it says: "The needle flame shall be applied to the planar surface of the specimen as
shown in Figure 1c of the standard. The apparatus shall be perpendicular to the centre of the planar surface
of the specimen. DO NOT TEST THE EDGES OF THE SPECIMENS." Please help confirm whether
needle flame pic. 1 as attached is the correct position of the test sample.
(pic 1 was sample tested in the middle, pic 2 was sample tested at the edges.)
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(IFM Reply: 1. Picture 1.)
2. In the instructions question E09: " Is there a formal needle flame test verification procedure within your
laboratory? In the results field, enter “yes” or “no”. (The verification procedure must be separate to formal
calibration and confirms the proper function of the needle flame tester.) If yes, outline in the comments
field, what this formal procedure entails. "
what does it mean by "what this formal procedure entails"? is it request us to descript our formal
verification procedure in details?
(IFM Reply: 2. an outline of your verification procedure is sufficient. (one short sentence
summary))
3. In IEC 60695-11-5 it requests to test 3 specimens, in this PT test, do we need to test 3 specimens or only
1 specimen is enough?
(IFM Reply 3. you need to perform sufficient tests to be confident of your answer. Do you ask
your customers this question?)
4. In our daily work, we don't do GWIT test of IEC 60695-2-13 then we don't need to do this in this PT
test, correct?”

(IFM’s reply 4. correct.)

Originally submitted root cause
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Proposed corrective actions

IFM staff reply

Revised root cause

IFM sent the above information to the technical advisers. IFM informed the lab of outcome, as
follows:
The technical advisers are in agreement that the lab has not yet found a root cause, nor devised an
appropriate action relating to the root cause.
Comment 1:
It took me a few reads but based on the analysis I would suppose we could sum up the problem statement as
“did not follow instructions”. With that said, I am having a hard time finding a root cause in the explanation
the specifically addresses that. Based on the one corrective action (“A training course for all testers and
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project handlers was held in our lab.”) I guess I could assume they are citing it as a training issue. But since
that is not mentioned anywhere in the root cause it’s hard to quantify if “more training” is the proper
solution. If the problem statement is more along the lines of “we don’t have the proper conditioning
chamber/room but it is not necessary the testing we perform under our Scope”, then it gets more confusing by
the solution to “refit the chamber”.

A lot of information in that reply. I am just trying to connect it all. Maybe one of the others can see it more
clearly than me.
Comment 2
in my opinion this falls into the contract review requirement of ISO/IEC/EN 17025:2005 (cl. 4.4.1). I am pretty
sure that IFM has sent out the instructions with the ordering of the PTPs, so, it should not have been a surprise
that they do not have the proper environment.
What I see is only a direct cause, but not a root cause. Training is not sufficient in this case, as it seems to be
that they do not know what they can do, or not. For this PTP the chamber eventually can be refurbished, but
this does not avoid in general the contract review understanding.
So, I would propose not to close the issue.

Questions for workshop:
1. Please compare the items that were raised as concerns prior to commencing test work with
the cause analysis that was submitted. In overview is the lab proactive or reactive in its
approach to test?

2. The technical advisers have pointed to contract review as being at least part of the reasons
the lab had problems. What are the elements of contract review that should be attended to
when deciding to take on laboratory work?

3. What is your opinion about adjusting the humidity with a basin of water?
a. Can this process be controlled?
b. Which clause(s) of ISO/IEC 17025 is/are applicable to this activity?

4. In general – what advice for improvements could you suggest to the laboratory?

